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Our Mission:
To... provide reliable, peer-reviewed, archival and up-dated information in the field for educational and professional communities
Our clients are in three primary sectors:

- Academia – students and faculty in the sciences
- Government research and engineering
- Corporate research and engineering
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Publications

Publications are focused in three areas of science:

- Engineering Sciences
- Biomedical Sciences
- Nanotechnology
Engineering Sciences Publications

14 Journals

- Atomization and Sprays
- Computational Thermal Sciences
- Clean Air: International Journal on Energy for a Clean Environment
- Heat Transfer Research
- High Temperature Material Processes (An International Quarterly of High-Technology Plasma Processes)
- International Journal for Multiscale Computational Engineering
- International Journal of Fluid Mechanics Research
- Journal of Automation and Information Sciences
- Journal of Enhanced Heat Transfer
- Journal of Flow Visualization and Image Processing
- Journal of Porous Media
- Journal of Women and Minorities in Science Engineering
- Multiphase Science and Technology
- Telecommunications and Radio Engineering
Engineering Sciences Publications

Online Reference Works

- Heat Exchanger Design Handbook
- Catalog of Worldwide Nuclear Testing
- Annals of the Assembly for International Heat Transfer Conference 13
- Annual Reviews of Heat Transfer (14 volumes)
- ICHMT Digital Library
- Worldwide Directory of Specialists in Thermal & Fluids Engineering
- eBooks Series in Thermal and Fluids Physics and Engineering (12 volumes)

250+ Books in Print
Biomedical Sciences Publications

12 Journals

- Critical Reviews™ in Biomedical Engineering
- Critical Reviews™ in Eukaryotic Gene Expression
- Critical Reviews™ in Immunology
- Critical Reviews™ in Neurobiology
- Critical Reviews™ in Oncogenesis
- Critical Reviews™ in Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine
- Critical Reviews™ in Therapeutic Drug Carrier Systems
- Hydrobiological Journal
- International Journal of Algae
- International Journal of Medicinal Mushrooms
- Journal of Environmental Pathology, Toxicology and Oncology
- Journal of Long-Term Effects of Medical Implants
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Online Access

- Provided via www.edata-center.com
- Available via IP address
- Activated within 24 hours after receiving payment and license agreement
EDC Electronic Data Center Features

www.edata-center.com

- Advanced Search Engine
- Complete Tables of Content, Abstracts, and Full-Text articles
- Standard HTML, XML and PDF formats
- Animated 3D Max, Flash and actual visual experimental data
- Archival back files
- Journal samples for non-subscribers
- Download usage statistics for librarians, information administrators
- Indexing by major abstracting and indexing services including CAS, ISI, PubMed, SCOPUS, and other databases
- Crosslinking to citation information via CrossRef and others
eResource in Thermal & Fluids Science and Engineering

Electronic Data Center
Delivering Direct Online Access to Scientific, Engineering, and Medical Reference Material & Information

eResource in Thermal & Fluids Science and Engineering

Please search the latest and leading academic, research, and applied work in the field of thermal and fluids engineering. The selected and peer-reviewed data are categorized by the area of interest and are available for simultaneous access for unlimited users worldwide. Retrievable electronic files of data and information from the most reliable sources in the given field allow subscribers quick and convenient access to a wide selection of scientific and engineering research from Begell House journals and reference works.
Gateway to eResource products
Interlink through out the entire eResource products
1 to 2 clicks will bring you to requested information
Advanced search engine
All data is peer-reviewed and answers 75% of questions
All data selected from 35 years of reliable source
Full text delivered in HTML
Visual experimental data
3D Max, Flash animations
Interactive interface
Computational methods
Properties Data
Technical terminology
Unique online content

THERMOPEDIA
Consortia Agreements

- 30% discount for 4-7 institution;
- 40% discount for 8-20 institutions;
- 50% discount for < 20 institutions

- 1-3 years agreements with 3-5% annual increase
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Customer Support
Worldwide Sales & Technical Support

* Editorial offices
* Sales offices
For more information please contact:

Mark Mandelbaum VP, Sales
mark@begellhouse.com
+732 687 9161

or

Joanna Antosiuk
Marketing and Consortia Sales
joanna@begellhouse.com
+203 938 1300